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Imtroductiom
Over the last decade, Contemporary Australian aboriginal art has arguably
been the fastest growing category of art in the world. Indeed, its resur-
gence since the 1970s has been described as the `world's last great art
movement'(McCulloch, 2001, p. 10).Although once marginalized by soci-
ety, Aboriginal art has become a huge cultural movement (Campbell, 2001 ;
Doman, 2000). Sales of indigenous art in Australia now amount to more
than three times those of non-indigenous Australian art, despite the Abo-
riginal population comprising less than two percent of all Australians (eg,
see McCulloch, 2001 ; W土山e, 2000).
The growth of the Australian and international market for Aboriginal art is
perhaps surprising. While such art has strongvisual appeal, it differs sig-
nificantly from Western notions of art. In Western art, artists typically com-
murdcate their personal ideas or feelings, to present the world as they see
it in a highly individual manner. Aboriginal artists, by contrast, depict tradi-
tional, inherited forms of stories that maintain a strong spiritual link with
their land and shared cultural history - under Aboriginal law, an artist may
only portray images or stories that he or she is entitled to by birthright
(McCulloch 2001). Contemporary portrayals of the spiritual links to land
form part of an Aboriginal cultural tradition ranglng from ancient rock en-
gravings, to traditional body painting and designs etched in the ground,
and in the last 30 years to the canvas dot paintings co…only produced
for sale today (Isaacs 1999). The traditional, spiritual dimension of Aborigi-
nal dot paintings offers such work a speci丘c quality that separates it from
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Western art.
Given that almost all of the private purchases of contemporary Aboriginal
art are made by non-Aboriglnals, do the cultural and spiritual aspects of
Aboriginal art help or hinder art sales? More broadly, what other non-
aesthetic qualities might determine the price paid for Aboriginal art? This
paper develops a hedonic model (discussed in the next section) to predict
the price of Aboriginal artwork sold at Sotheby's auctions, based on non-
aesthetic characteristics such as its spiritual story, the medium used, the
name of the artist, and marketing variables. Wewill demonstrate that a
number of variables, including the artist's name, have large effects on the
price of Aboriginal paintings. Marketing variables are also found to be
highly correlated with the value of paintings, but the causality of this rela-
tionship is not knowll. We suggest that while there is some evidence that
buyers are prlmarily concerned with aesthetic issues at the auctions, other
factors (for example, those relating to the paintings'history, significance,
age and size) may also be important in bidders'purchasing decisions.
Background issues
The first issue that must be addressed is the question of how indigenous
art is defined. The most obvious definition is artwork made by people of
Aboriginal descent. However, asAltman, Hunter, Ward and Wright (2002)
note了there are debates about whether the ethnicity of the producer or the
cultural form of the product is more important to its definition, and about
where the boundaries of the category lie within a broad spectrum that has
"fine art" at one extreme and "tourist art" at the other'(p. 3), The defini-
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tion above couldinclude other, more Western styles of art that were ere-
ated by someone who happened to be Aboriginal (which this paper is not
concerned with). `Art'also has its problems. An Australian Government ls-
sues Paper dennes it in this context as `all forms of artistic expression
which are based on custom and tradition'(Anonymous, 1994, p. 6), but
this has been contested (Gray, 1995). Therefore, solely for the sake of sim-
plicity, Aboriglnal art is defined in this paper as a painting for sale in a So-
theby'sI Aboriginal art auction, and would mainly comprise works from the
fine art end ofAltman et al'S (2002) spectrum
A discussion of the theory behind our econometric approach is also war-
ranted here. Hedonic pricing is a method used for pricing different goods
in a market. The goods may be of different qualities, Or may have different
combinations of characteristics or `shadow prices'(Deaton & Muellbauer,
1980). To give a value of goods available in the market, We regress the
prices of different goods on the characteristics or quality each good pos-
sesses, to obtah shadow prices for each characteristic or quality. Then to
determine the value of any good it is a matter of adding the relevant
shadow prices together. There has been previous work on estimating he-
donic price equations of paintings (Agnello, 2002 ; Renneboog　& Van
Houtte, 2002), but there does not appear to be any literature that has fo-
cused on Aboriginal or other indigenous art. In addition, these studies fo-
cused more on the investment gainsinvolvedinart compared to tradi-
tionalfinancial instruments, as opposed to what qualities make the paint-
lngS inherently valuable.
1　The Sotheby's auction house, and its rival Christie'S, together dominate the world
market for fine artJ Sales.
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As mentioned earlier, One of the characteristics of indigenous art that sets
it apart from others is its spiritual or cultural significance. Aboriginal paint-
ings tell a definite story, often about the mythical origins of the people, the
geographical oⅥlerShip boundaries of land, or travels through land. Indige-
nous scholar Bill Holm (cited in Meyer, 2001) suggests that 'the lart can-
not] be isolated from the stories that explain their origin and owllerShip…
the art would not exist without the stories'(p. 25). Russell (2003) found
that lit is possible to detect an increase in the hedonic value of a painting
associated with information that aids its interpretation and heightens its
meaningfulness li.C., its storyr (p. 108). This finding was in reference to
contemporary art, and the effect could have even more significant impacts
in the context of Aboriglnal art.
Research Method
Data were collected from catalogues of annual Sotheby's aboriginal art auc-
tions in Australia between 2002-2004. There was only one auction house
studied, and the auctioneer was the same in each year and at both Mel-
bourne and Sydney auctions. Any work that was not a painting (for exam-
plc, sculptures or boomerangs) was excluded due to the difference in vari-
ables these types of art would requlre, aS Well as the low numbers of ob-
seⅣations for such artefacts. Lots that were passed in at the auction were
also excluded from the sample, because of the lack of a realised price. Us-
ing the reserve price, i.e" the lower price estimate in a Sotheby's catalogue,
in these cases would have biased the results, because the reason the paint-
ing failed to sell was that the reserve was too high for the auction. When
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constructing the regressions, several variables were excluded (for example
Watercolour and Natural earth Figments) as they were very highly cor-
relatedwith other variables (Ca7WaS and Bark respectively), and includ-
ing them would have either made the regression impossible to perform as
it resultsina near-singular matrix or in biased results.
Diagnostic tests were performed on all of the equations.White tests re-
jected homoskedastic errors, meaI血g there was a heteroskedasticity prob-
lem･ To address this, the regressions were run using heteroskedasticity-
consistent standard errors. Diagnostic tests also indicated an autocorrela-
tion problem, but as this is an unordered data set (i.e. time is controlled
for by using the variables Date of auction and Lot 7%umber, so the data
could be ordered in any arbitrary way and the regression outputs would be
the same) this should not bias the results.
In addition to the emplrlCal work, an inteⅣiew was undertaken with Tim
mngender, the director of Aboriginal art at Sotheby's auction house. He
was asked of any policies he has relating to the variables being studied, as
well as his opi山On on what the most important variables would be. He was
quite skeptical that there would be any slgnificant results from this study.
From his experience he noted that the majority of prospective buyers do
not rely on the catalogue. According to him, usually peoplewill look
through the catalogue, and if any painting looks interesting they w山take
note of it and look at it in person before the auction. It is at the actual
vieⅥng of the painting that peoplewill typically make their decision on
bidding for the item. If this is correct, then the non-aesthetic qualities of a
painting detailedina catalogue, such as the medium, age and size of a
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painting,might not have a significant effect on price. The only thing that
reallymight matter is what the painting actually looks like, which cannot
be measured in a hedonic equation (although proxies such as artist name
can be measured). If buyers do not pay much attention to the catalogue, it
would be expected that the marketing variables contained in the catalogue
(discussed below) Would also have little effect on price･ Thus, the question
of interest to us was whether we could emplrically test if non-aesthetic
qualities or information expressed in a catalogue innuenced the price paid
for a painthg at auction.
The variables included in the study are as fouows :
Dependent variable - the final Price of a painting sold at the auction, in-
cluding the buyer's premium. This is measured h Australian dollars, and
has been adjusted for inflation using the year-ended figure to June of each
year (the auctions typically take place in July), which was obtained from
the ReseⅣe Bank of Australia. The prlCe has also been converted into the
natural log scale, to reduce the effect of high-value outliers and to make
the resulting coefficients more intuitive to interpret.
Descriptive variables - a series of factual variables that describe the paint-
ings : Attributed to and Artist known are dummy variables that equal 1,
and equal 0 when there is no "attributed to" or the artist is unknown. Date
of art and Date of auction are simply the years the art was produced and
sold. Painting si2:e is the area of the painting (cm2). It would be expected
that no Attributed to would a have negative impact on price, and Artist
k77,Own and Size would have positive impacts. Date of auction could have
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either effect, depending on outside factors. Similarly, Date of art could
have either effect, because often dates can slgnal a difference in an artist
or movement'S style which could translate into a positive or negative effect
(for example paintings from the Western Desert in 1972 are extremely
valuable, while those painted in 1979 are much less so). However, in gen-
eral one would expect that older paintings are rarer, and therefore more
valuable.
Medium variables - a series of dummy variables used for classifying works
by medium : Board, which includes composition boards and plywoods ;
Ca71LVaS, the traditional medium; Linen ; Paper ; Bark ; and Slate.
These could have either positive or negative impacts, but long-lasting me-
dia such as canvas or slate are likely to have a more positive impact on
price than media that may have durability issues (paper and bark). This
effect has been observed in other studies where relatively long-lasting
sculpture materials such as marble have a more positive impact on price
than other materials like resin (Locatelli-Biey & Zanola, 2002).Tim Klin-
gender confirmed this, although he noted that many collectors would exI
clusively collect works from a certain medium (say, eucalyptus bark),
which may put a premium on these media.
Material variables - a series of dummy variables used for the materials that
artists use to paint the work : Ink ; Synthetic polymer paint ; and Pe77,-
Gil. As above, the more longllasting materials like ink and paint should
have greater positive coefficients.
Marketing variables - Variables that provide information on the things So-
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theby's can alter to draw attention to certain paintings ･. Picture, a dummy
variable that equals 1 if a picture of the art is included in the catalogue ;
Picture size, the area of the picture in cm2 ･, proてノenanCe, the number of
words written about the work's exhibitions, previous oⅥmers and collec-
tions; Descriptw7L, the number of words describing the work ; Stor3!, the
number of words outlining the work's background or spiritual significance ;
and LJOt 77,umber, the order of the work in the auction (lower numbers
first). The Range and Average (in the natural log of Australian dollars) of
the Sotheby's low and high price estimates for each lot is also arguably a
marketing variable, as Tim Klingender has noted that Sotheby's may alter
their estimates - Or take suggestions on the estimates from the vendor -
when a prized work is concerned. It is expected that all of the variables
other than lot number return positive coefficients.
Artist variables - most of the artist variables collected were unusable statis-
tically, as there were a few hundred artistswith less than five paintings
sold during the auction period under study. This meant that the only the
most prolific artists were tested to see if they had a significant impact on
price. A series of dummy variables is used for the 13 most prolific artists
(those that had ten or more works in the time frame studied) : Wattle
Karruwara , Rover Thomas , Jack Briue7% , Yirawala , Emily K77,gWarreye ,
Johnny Tjupurrula, Charlie Tju77,gurrayi, Mick TjapaLtjarri, Ginger
Munduwalawala, Timmy Tjapangati, Mick Kubarkku, Dick Murra-
murra and MawaLan Marika. These variables could have either positive
(i.e., more valuable than a painting of the average artist) Or negative (less
valuable) impacts on price, but as these artists feature many times in the
auctions it is expected that most of them will impact positively on prlCe.
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Of the above non-aesthetic qualities or characteristics of a painting, there
is likely to be an endogeneity problem associated with the marketing vari-
ables, where some independent variables (marketing) are a function of the
dependent variable (price). The auction house wants to maximise its prof-
its, and one of the few ways they can do this is by altering how much they
market each painting. They are likely to want to market the higher quality
paintings more, to draw attention to them to get higher prices. This means
that higher priced items will be associated with higher values of the mar-
keting variables, but it is uncertain which direction the causality runs (that
is, do higher marketing expenditures cause bidders to pay more, or do
higher valued items cause Sotheby's to spend more on marketing?). Most
likely, the answer is both. If marketing did not induce bidders to pay any
more for paintings, then it would be irrational for Sotheby's to spend
money or resources (such as catalogue space) on this marketing. Addition-
ally, if Sotheby's did not market their top quality items more aggressively
than others, then bidders probably wo血d not be likely to pay as much for
them, as marketing can be seen as a form of signaling of quality by So-
theby'S.
Results and discussion
In interpreting the results, as the dependent variable is measured in natu-
ral logs, the coefficients'effectswill be in terms of percentage changesin
price. For the independent variables that are also measured in natural logs,
these coefficientswill be elasticitieswith respect to price. With regard to
the dummy variables, the coefficients of these variables are easily inter-
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preted by `computing 【100 * (ePj I 1)] - where βj is the estimated coeffi-
cient - which represents the percent change in price associated with the
change from 0 to 1 of the du…y variables' (Locatelli-Biey & Zanola,
2002, p. 69).
A Equatio77, I
Although Equation I, below, has a very high RZ statistic (0.914), meaning
that 91.4% of the variation of painting prices comes from variation in the
studied variables, many of the variables were not statistically sigrdficant.
Only one of the artist variable coefficients (Timmy Tjapa77gati) was sig-
nificantly different from zero at a significance level of 100/o in Equation I.
Timmy Tjapangati was associatedwith a 24.30/0 increase in price over the
average, the greatest effect of all artists tested in this model. Furthermore,
Canvas and Slate were the only 'material'dummy variables that were sta-
tistically significant. Of these two, Slate appears to have the greatest ef-
fect on price, With a slate painting having an hcrease in value of 40.1% of
materials not tested.
Interestingly, a number of the variables returned significantly negative co-
efficients. Date of the art and Lot number have expected negative signs,
as you would expect that older paintings are generally worth more than
younger ones, and Tim Klingender mentioned that when constructing the
auctions Sotheby's tends to put high interest paintings (that may be likely
to fetch higher prices) near the start of the auction. However, the Story
coefficient is negative, which means writing more about a painting's back-
ground appears to be associatedwith a decrease in the value of the paint-
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Table 1 : Equation l
Variable Coefficient P-value Percentage change
Attributed to
Artist knoⅥm
Date of auction
Date of art
Pahting size
Bark
Board
C anva s
Linen
Paper
Slate
lnk
Pencil
Synthetic polymer paint
Picture
Picture size
Lot number
Description
Provenance
Story
Rang e
Aye rag e
Wattie Karruwara
Rover Thomas
Jack Britten
Yi rawala
Emily Kngwarreye
Johnny Tjupurrula
Charlie Tj ungurrayi
Mick Tjapaltjarri
Timmy Tjapangati
Ginger Munduwalawala
Mick Kubarkku
Dick Murramurra
Mawalan Marika
C
R2
0. 1561
-0.2215
-0. 0231
-0. 0001
-0. 00000293
0. 0509
0. 0936
0. 2140
0. 1537
0. 1187
0. 3372
-0. 0830
0. 2369
-0. 0002
0. 1417
0. 0012
-0. 0005
0. 0007
0. 0004
-0. 0003
-0. 0628
0. 9309
-0. 1594
0. 0455
-0. 0327
-0. 0513
-0. 1084
-0. 0137
-0. 0067
-0. 0192
0. 2177
-0. 0991
0. 0693
-0. 0125
0. 1963
47. 7695
0. 9139
5.22
9.82
23. 86
16.61
12.61
40. 10
-7.96
26. 73
-0.02
15. 22
-14.74
4.65
-3.22
-5.00
-10.27
-1.36
-0.67
-1.90
24. 32
-9.44
7.17
-1.24
21.69
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1ng. One explanation for this surprising result may be that the paintings
that eventually sell for high prices are very high profile, so most of the po-
tential buyers may already be familiarwith the spiritualsignificance of the
painting. Therefore Sotheby's may be more likely to attach stories to those
paintings that are less weu knoⅥ1 (and are likely to sell for lower prices).
Another explanation is that people are more likely to buy the high-priced
items for investment reasons, and so the spiritual significance is less im-
portant for these paintings. The dummy variables for whether or not the
artist was known was also significantly negative, which means that if the
artist is knowll it makes the painting worth 19.9% less than if the artist
were unknown. The low numbers of paintings by unknown artists may
have caused this. People may also be onlywilling to sell a painting by an
unknoⅥ1 artist through Sotheby's auction (self-selection), or Sotheby's
might only accept paintings by an unknowIl artist if it is better quality than
a comparable painting by a knowIT artist would be. Therefore all paintings
by unknown artists being sold at Sotheby's auctionwill be above-average
quality, which wouldgive a negative coefficient to the Artist known vari-
able.
The coefficient of the Average variable was significant and very close to
one in Equation 1, implying that the average of the Sotheby's estimate is
very close to the realised prices of the paintings. To test this, an F-test
was carried out on Equation I to test the limitation Average = 1. This test
found that the coefficient of the average estimate is equal to 1 at all con-
ventional significance levels (see Appendix A). This indicates that the So-
theby's estimates are very accurate.
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One scenario that could be consistent with these results is that Sotheby's
has an incentive to make the lower end of the estimate lower (as it corre-
sponds to the reserve for the piece, therefore making it less likely that the
art will be passed in), and an incentive to make the high end of the esti-
mate higher (because if the high end of the estimate is reached in the au°-
Lion, bidders may not bewi1ling to bid past this point). Because of this, the
average of the high and low-end estimates would be veIy accurate. How-
ever, this would mean that the range of the estimate is inflated (and possi-
bly inaccurate) when compared to the theoretical "true estimate''(i.e. the
estimate Sotheby's would attach to a painting if it wasn't in their interest
to make the range wider).
Results from Equation I appear to confirm this, as the coefficient of the
range of estimate variable was not significantly different from zero. How-
ever, Picci and Scorcu (2003) note that this practice by auction houses is
unpro丘table in the long run if bidders have a reasonable amount of knowl-
edge about the art, which they almost certainly do.Tim Klingender also
noted that at times he will decrease the low and high-ends of the estimate
as much as possible so that buyers will take notice of the piece as a bar-
galn, and come to bid on it. These artworks are typicallyinthe first see-
tion of the catalogue, where many pieces of interest are placed. In some
cases the prlCe Of worksinthe study reached up to 14800/o of the average
Sotheby's estimate. Graphing the difference between the price (innominal
terms) and the average estimate for each auction (a positive value indi-
cates a higher price than average estimate) shows this low estimate effect.
Notable in these graphs is how much higher price was than the average
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Figure 3 : Difference between price and estimate for 2002
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estimate, but only for the first half of the paintings sold. After that the dif-
ference was generally close to zero. This could either be because of So-
theby's estimate pricing policies (as discussed above), or simply that bid-
ding competition is more fierce with early paintings that have early lot
numbers (Tim Klingender discussed how it is logiCalto place items that
are likely to be desirable earlier, because then if the bidders don't win the
auction, they can still spend their money on later auctions for items that
might have been their number two or three choice). This means that the
large number of buyers, all competing for earlier lots, would now disperse
and bid on a wide variety of lots, making the competition for any one lot
much lower. This argument would make sense if Sotheby's make their estト
mate decisions independent of their lot number decisions, because paint-
ings being placedinearlier lot numbers resultinestimates that are greatly
lower than the eventual prlCe.
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As an additional test of the significance of the estimate in determining
auction values, the natural log of the auction price was regressed solely on
the natural log of the average estimate (see Appendix B). This regression
has an R2 of 0.897, which is very high predictive power, especially com-
pared to Equation rs R2 of 0.908. The estimate variable was found to have
a coefficient of 1.00, and an F-test found that the coefficient is signifi-
cantly different from 1 at all levels of significance (see Appendix C). It
would appear from the results of this regression that the Sotheby's esti一
mate is so accurate that it is by far the most significant predictor for paint-
ings'values that were studied, and when used to the exclusion of all other
variables gives only marginally less reliable results.
B. Equatio77, II
Equation II, below, 1nCluded only the artists, to see if this had an effect on
price. The equation had a large drop in R2 when compared to Equation I,
but at 0.216, a regression of 13 artists still appears to have some predict-
ing power. In addition, most of the artist variables have statistically signifi-
cant coefficients in this equation, although four do not. The artist that has
the most significant impact on price was Rover Thomas, whose paintings
are more than nine times more valuable than the average of artists not
tested. Many of the other artists tested also painted significantly more
valuable paintings than the average, including Emily Kngwarreye (4.2
times greater value), Wattle Karruwara (2.5 times greater), John77,y Tju-
purrula (2.3 times), and Gi77,ger Munduwalawala (2 times). TWo of the
artists (Mick Kubarkku and Dick Murramurra) returned significantly
negative coefficients,with Dick Murramurra's paintings being sold for 650/o
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Table 2 : Equation ll
Variable Coemcient P-value Percentage change
Wattie Karruwara
Rover Thomas
Jack Britten
Yirawala
Emily Kngwarreye
Johnny Tjupurr山a
Charlie Tj ungurrayi
Mick Tjapaltjarri
m…y Tjapangati
Ginger Munduwalawala
Mick Kubarkku
Dick Murramurra
Mawalan Marika
C
R2
less than the average
1. 2389
2. 3212
0. 3437
0. 7910
1. 6491
1. 1977
0. 3186
0. 7318
-0. 1542
1. 0870
-0. 5146
-1. 0696
-0. 1541
8. 7944
0. 2164
245. 20
918. 79
41.01
120. 57
420. 25
231. 24
37. 53
107. 89
-14.29
196. 53
-40. 22
-65. 68
-14.29
¶) test whether Equation II was producing accurate results, the coem-
cients were compared with real-world averages of the value of each artist.
The Australian Art Sales Digest database was used to obtain median sales
values for each of the artists over their histories (apart血.om the artist
Ⅵrawala, which had no available AASD data). The difference between art-
ist-specific (natural log) average values and the median price of all of the
paintings over the three auctions studied should approximate the effect
that each artist has on price over and above (or below) the average price.
Therefore the (Price - Average) column in Table 3 should approximate
the estimated coefficient for each artist found in Equation II. F-Tests were
performed for each artist to test if their estimated values were accurate
with their real-world counterparts, found in the AASD. The results of these
0　91027　8540　4720　2903(X)　3090460　600　0　00
Artist
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Table 3 : Accuracy of artistsl coefficients
AA"se,di芸lCe Log price A(vPer,iacge;) cE.setli;caiteendt F-test result
Karruwara, Wattie
Thomas, Rover
Britten, Jack
Yirawala
Kngwarreye, Emily
¶upurrula, Johnny
Tjungurrayi, Charlie
¶apaltjarri, Mick
Munduwalawala, Ginger
Tjapangati, nmmy
Kubarkku, Mic】く
Murramurra, Dick
Marika, Mawalan
Average :
25,087.00　10.1301  1.1701 1.2389　Acceptnull
53,677.00　10.8907　1.9307　2.3212　Acceptn山1
6,567.00　　8.7898　-0.1702　0.3437　Acceptnull
rJa IIJa
27,931.00　10.2375
31,431.00　10.3555
13, 618. 00　　9. 5191
19, 169.00　　9.8610
15, 350. 00　　9. 6389
9,397. 00　　9. 1481
5, 138. 00　　8. 5444
1,875.00　　7. 5364
7, 584. 00　　8. 9338
8. 9600
tests are displayed in Table 3.
n/a 0. 7910
1. 2775　1. 6491
1. 3955　1. 1977
0. 5591　0. 3186
0.9010　0.7318
0. 6789　1. 0870
0.1881 -0.1542
-0.4156　-0.5146
-1.4237　-1.0696
-0.0262　-0. 1541
11/a
Accept nuu*
Accept null
Accept null
Accept null
Accept null
Accept nun
Accept null
Accept null*
Accept null
'Reject at lO% significance
In every case, the null hypothesis that the coefficients were equalto the
real-world median values should be accepted at a significance level of 50/0,
and only two of the null hypotheses should be rejected (the coefficients
were not equal to the median values) at a significance level of 100/0. Sev-
eral of the median prices obtained from the Australian Art Sales Digest da-
tabase were below the median prlCe Of the obseⅣations studied, which ex-
plains why some of the artist coefficients are negative. Although some art-
ists are more prolific thanothers, this does not necessarily indicate a
painting by one of these artists will give above-average values.
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C. Equation III
Due to the high accuracy of the average estimate as an independent vari-
able, it was excluded from Equation III, below, alongwith many of the in-
significant variables from Equation I. Equation III has an R2 of 0.765. This
is lower than the first equation ; however all of the variables are signifi-
cant at the 1% level.
The most unexpected result from this equation is that Paintmg si27e has a
slight negative coefficient (that is significantly different from zero) ; in-
creasing the size of the painting by 1000 cm2 decreases the value of the
pahting by an average of 0.78%. This relationship is probably not causal.
Paintings that are by unknoⅥl artists may simply be larger on average
than the paintings by artists in demand. Making a painting larger has very
a low marginal cost due to the low price of media and materials ; there-
fore this would not raise the price of a large painting to any significant de-
gree. Another explanation is that very cheap media such as boards have
Table 4 : Equation ‖
Variable Coefficient P-Value Percentage change
Painting size
C anvas
Linen
Picture
Picture size
Lot number
Description
Provenance
Story
C
R2
-0. 0000078　　　　0. 0001
0. 3258　　　　　　0. 0000　　　　　　38. 51
0. 3932　　　　　　0. 0000　　　　　　48. 17
0. 7575　　　　　　0. 0000　　　　　113. 29
0. 0067　　　　　　0. 0000
-0. 0016　　　　　　0. 0000
0. 0035　　　　　　0. 0032
0. 0021　　　　　0. 0001
0. 0015　　　　　　0. 0003
7. 7052　　　　　　0. 0000
0. 7651　　　　　0. 0000
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skewed the Painting si2Ie result. If this was the case then taking the
paintings on boards out of the sample should result in a closer to positive
coefficient for Pai77/ting si2fe. However, when board paintings were ex-
cluded from the sample the Paintmg size coefficient in Equation III did
not change by any significant degree, and the same coefficient in Equation
I actually became more negative.
A third explanation is that some buyers are likely to prefer average sized
paintings than the very large ones, as the smaller paintings are more versa-
tile (owllerS do not need a huge wall to hang them on). Renneboog and
Van Houtte (2002) encountered the same result, and saw it as evidence
for an optimal size of paintings. They cite an earlier study, which found
that `the optimal painting's size amounts to 58 Ⅹ 40 cm [2320 cm2】 for old
masters, while for paintings of later periods, it is 33 Ⅹ 21 cm [693 cm21'
(Docclo, de la Barre, & Ginsburgh, as cited in Renneboog & Van Houtte,
2002, p. 339). The median size of the paintings included in the study was
significantly larger : 5400 cm2, or about 73 X 73 cm.
Lot number also has a significant effect on price,with a painting at lot
number 100 selliI一g for 16% less than one at lot number 1. This becomes
more economically significant when it is noted that there are usually about
500 lots in an auction, meaning the later paintings have significantly lower
prices compared to the early ones. This is probably due to a combination
of Sotheby's auction policies which are noted above, as weu as an `after-
noon effect'observed by Beggs and Graddy (1997), where 'the presale es-
timate… and the prlCe relative to the presale estimate declines with order
tin Contemporary, Impressionist and Modern art auctions】'(p. 562). Graph-
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Figure 4 : Price over the course of the 2004 auction
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- LOG(PRICE)
Figure 5 : Price over the course of the 2003 auction
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Figure 6 : Price over the course of the 2002 auction
575　600　625　650　675　700　725　750　775
- Ⅰ.OG(PRIC E)
lng price over each of the auctions seems to show this.
Ca77,Was and Line77, Were the only material variables that were kept in the
equation due to the others being lnSigrdficant. In this equation a painting
on Canvas is valued on average 38.5% higher than other materials, and a
painting on Linen is valued 48.20/0. slate had to be excluded as itsinclu-
sion resulted in a near-slngular matrix, but one would expect as a long-
living media like canvas and linen, it would have a similarly high premium
associated with it. An inclusion of a picture in the Sotheby's catalogue is
correlatedwith an increase in the price of the painting by 113.30/0, and
making that picture bigger also has significant effects on prices. On aver-
age, an increase of lOcm2 in the Sotheby's picture is associated with a
6.7% increase in the price. This lends credibility to the idea that prospec-
tive buyers are mainly interested in the catalogue for an idea of what the
art looks like.
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In this equation, all three of the `word'variables were sign泊cant. An in-
crease of ten words in the Story and Prc)Penance sections is associated
with a 1.3 and 2.0% increase respectively in the purchase price. Surpris-
ingly, the description has a much larger impact on the price, With an addi-
tional ten words increasing the price by 3.6%. These results are contrary
to the idea put forward byTirnKlingender, that most buyers are interested
onlyinwhich collections or exhibitions the painting has been included in,
and do not care about the spiritual significance or any descriptions of the
paintings. One reason for the relatively large impact of the Descriptio77,
variable is that if people mainly use the catalogues to find art theylike the
look of, providing them with more information about the look of the art
will increase hterest in the pleCe and lead to higher bids at the auction.
However while the background and history of the piece does hterest buy-
ers, this is secondaⅣ to aesthetic concerns.
The endogeneity problem of the marketing variables affects these results
in that writing more about the painting could make the price increase, but
Sotheby's are also likely to decide what paintings to mite about on the ba-
sis of the estimated price. However, while this might not mean that the
word variables lead to increases in price in a causal sense, it could mean
that Sotheby's think that writing morewill lead to a higher price (other-
Wise they would not write more about the paintings that have high prices).
Therefore, either bidders are more concerned about description than the
history of paintings, or Sotheby's thinks that bidderswill be more con-
cerned with description.
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D. Equation IV
Equation III was also perfomed using a sample of only those paintings by
the thirteen most prolific artists in the study, which gave Equation IV.
Some of the results were significantly different for this regression. The re-
gression overall was a better fit than the non-sampled regression,with an
R2 ofO.817.
The Pai77,ting si27e Variable went from being a negative effect on price
when all the artists were included to being a positive effect when most of
the artists were excluded,Anincrease in the Painti7tg Si2:e Of the most
prolific artists by one m2 results in a 26.40/o increase in price, on average.
The difference can probably be accounted for by noting that many of the
prolific artists are also the highest valued artists (the medianprice in the
sample was SAU18,000, whereas overall it was $7,800), therefore people
arewilling to pay a lot more for a marginal area of painting, whereas when
a less-valued artist is concerned they might be ambivalent to an increase
Table 5 : Equation lV
Variable Coefficient P-value Percentage change
Painting size
C anvas
Linen
Picture
Picture size
Lot number
Description
Provenance
Story
C
氏-Square
0. 0000264　　　　0. 0052
0. 3610　　　　　　0. 0037　　　　　　43. 48
0. 2927　　　　　　0. 0406　　　　　　34. 00
0. 3975　　　　　　0. 0277　　　　　　48. 81
0. 0056　　　　　　0. 0000
-0. 0022　　　　　　0. 0000
0. 0042　　　　　　0. 0328
0. 0024　　　　　　0. 0194
0. 0016　　　　　　0. 0071
8. 2976　　　　　　0. 0000
0. 8167　　　　　　0. 0000
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in the size of the work, Or possibly devalue it because of less nexibility as
noted earlier. The effect of the materials was similar to the results found in
the larger sample ; however in this case Canvas increases the price of a
painting 43.50/o above a workinanother medium, and Linen increases the
value by 34.0%. The difference compared to the bigger sampled regression
where canvas was valued less than linen could be because while many of
the high-valued artists use mainly canvas, so do many of the low-valued
artists. Once these low-valued artists are excluded from the regression the
value of canvas Jumps.
E. Equation V
¶) separate the effects of the endogenous marketing variables from the ef-
fects of the other exogenous variables, a regression was run using all of
the variables excluding the marketing variables : Equation V･ The R2 0f
this regression is lower once the marketing variables are completely taken
out, which would be consistent with the marketing variables being highly
dependent on prlCe.
There are a number of changes in the coefficients when Equation V is
compared to Equation I. Most obviously, many variables that were sigrdfi-
cant in the first model became statistically　insignificant here (Artist
known, Date of art, and Timmy Tjapangati), and many insignificant
variables became significant in this wholly exogenous model (Date of auc-
tion, Board , Ink, Pencil , Synthetic polymer pai77lt, and many of the art-
ist variables). Of these, the Date of auction variable was one of the most
interesting in that it was significantly positive at the 100/o significance level･
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Table 6 : EquationV
Variable Coefficient P-value Percentage change
Attributed to
Artist knoⅥm
Date of auction
Date of art
Painting size
Bark
Board
C anvas
Linen
Paper
Slat e
Ink
Pencil
Synthetic polymer paint
Wattie Karruwara
Rover Thomas
Jack Britten
Yirawala
Emily Kngwarreye
John Tjupurrula
Charlie Tj ungurrayi
Mick Tjapaltjarri
Timmy Tj apangati
Ginger Munduwalawala
Mick Kubarkku
Dick Murramurra
Mawalan Marika
C
R2
-0. 3645
-0. 2373
0. 0990
0. 0001
0. 0000278
1.2516
3. 2570
2. 4266
2. 5189
1. 6525
3.2147
1. 9252
0. 4522
-0. 6004
1. 5832
1. 4926
-0. 2985
1. 5504
1. 3673
0. 9745
-0. 1694
0. 4682
-0. 2272
0. 9977
0. 1783
-0. 3140
0. 5426
-191.3887
0. 4074 0. 0000
-30. 55
-21.12
249. 58
2497. 10
1032. 00
1141.46
422. 01
2389. 62
585. 66
57. 17
-45. 14
387. 07
344. 85
-25.81
371. 35
292. 49
164. 99
-15.59
59. 70
-20.32
171.19
19. 52
-26.95
72. 04
Interpreting the result, it would appear that average prices increase by
about 1% each year. This could be due to a trend of greater competition in
auctions in the more recent years, however it is more likely given the low
coefficient that this is a consequence of using the consumer price index of
the overall Australian economy to control for inflation. It is plausible that a
2　03194508　5607913　086(258192670　236nX31nb649　50120　60160　74632510　40624051　0 O    0    
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more appropriate inflation rate of just the art industry was higher than the
overall economy by about 1% over these years.
All of the material variables are also now significant. It is surprising that
Sy7Lthetic polymer paint has a relatively large negative coefficient (paint-
ings using paint have on average 45.1% lower prices than similar paintings
using materials not tested), especially compared to Pencil (which is ass0-
ciated with a 57.2% increase in the price) which is a generally less long-
lasting material. This could be because the majority of the paintings in the
study used synthetic paints (441 out of 775 paintings) and several of the
other materials were used almost exclusively by artists who are associated
with higher prices (for example almost all of the watercolours were
painted by Wattie Karruwara, whose paintings are worth 3.9 times more
than the average). Therefore it could be a case that the materials are more
or less valuable because of which artists use them, as opposed to any char-
acteristic of the material per se.
Similarly, all of the media other than Bark and Paper are now statistically
significant at lO% significance, and have a much greater effect on price
than in other models. Slate, I/inen and Canvas are associatedwith 23.9
times, ll,4 times and 10.3 times higher prices than paintings using other
media respectively. This seems to be consistent with the prediction that
the paintings with more longevity are worth more. However, a puzzling re-
suit is that in this model, the most highly valued medium is Board , which
is associated with a 25 times greater than average price. Board is an inex-
pensive and not particularly long-lasting material, so it is surprlSlng that it
is associated with this kind of premium. This may be an anomaly particular
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to this 3-year sample, and it may disappear if larger sample sizes are used.
After the marketing variables are taken out, most of the artist variables be-
come statistically sigrdficant. All of the variables that are significantly dif-
ferent from zero have positive coefficients, and their effects range from
720/o greater than average (Mawalan Marika) to 3870/o (Wattle Karru-
wara). Because so many of these variables are significant (and many of
the artist names that aren't significant have negative coefficients in Equa-
tion II and IV), this suggests that when endogenous marketing variables
are excluded, artists'names are a very good indicator of quality, and `good
quality'artists are far more valuable than the average.
Conclusion
From this study it would appear that much of the price of Aboriginal art is
something that can be broken up into objective variables, as opposed to
something that is valued only subjectively. A number of variables were
demonstrated to have significant effects on the value of art, including
painting size (although there are connicting results as to what the effect
is), select long-lasting media, and a number of artist variables included in
the catalogue. The effects of marketing variables are less straight-forward
due to the endogeneity associated with these variables, but they can stu
be interpreted to a limited extent.
There is support for the view that either bidders are prlmarily interested
in aesthetic issues or Sotheby's assumes that bidders are mostly interested
in this, as variables related to the way the painting looks (whether or not
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there is a picture, the picture's size, and a description) were found to have
more positive effects than other variables on the palnting's value. However,
variables such as story were also significant, showing that bidders (or So-
theby'S) do put a value on the spiritual or cultural significance. The study
also found that the strategies employed by the auctioneer relating to de-
termining estimates and order of lots (as well as what information is in-
cludedinthe catalogue) do seem to have a significant effect on price.
There seems to be evidence for the idea that Sotheby's estimates are ex-
tremely accurate overall, but consistently underestimate the prlCe in the
early section of the auction.
Appendices
Appendix A : F-Testwith restriction (Average = 1) on Equation I
Wald Test :
Equation : EQUATIONl
Test Statistic Value df Probability
F-statistic 0. 548506　　　　(1, 739)　　　　　0. 4592
Chi-square 0. 548506　　　　　　　1　　　　　　0. 4589
Null Hypothesis Summary
Normalized Restriction (= 0)　　　　　　　value Std. Err.
-1 + C (3)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-0.069079　　　　0.093273
Restrictions are linear in coemcients.
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Appendix B : Regression of Average on Price
Dependent Variable : LOG (PRICE)
Method : Least Squares
Date: 05/08/05　Time: 17:55
Sample: 1 775
Included observations : 775
White Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors & Covariance
Variable CoefficientJ Std. Error t-St,atJistic Prob.
LOG (AVERAGE)　1. 002197　　　　0. 013438　　　74. 58095　0. 0000
C 0. 170514　　　　　0. 119014　　　　1.432731　0. 1523
R-squared
Adjusted RISquared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
Durbin-Watson stat
0. 896811
0. 896677
0. 433691
145. 3921
-451. 2237
1. 705621
Mean dependent ∀ar
S.D. dependent ∀ar
Akaikeinfo criterion
Schwarz criterion
F-statistic
Prob (F-statistic)
9. 038665
1. 349220
1. 169610
1. 181617
6718. 090
0. 000000
Appendix C : F-Testwith restriction (Average = 1) on regressioninAp-
pendixB
Wal° Test :
Equation : Untitled
Test Statistic Value df Probability
F-statistic 0. 026720　　　　(1 , 773)　　　　　0. 8702
Chi-square 0. 026720　　　　　　　1　　　　　　0. 8702
Null Hypothesis SuITunary
Nomalized Restriction (= 0)　　　　　　　value Std. Err.
-1 + C (1)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　0.002197　　　　　0.013438
Restrictions are linear in coefficients.
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